
Take a journey through time



Passion for Quality

Our mission, to offer a product of the best quality, to the taste of the most exquisite
palates.

We are faithful defenders of the quality of Galician canned seafood so we only
produce in the best factories in the area of the Ría de Arousa, specifically, in Real
Conservera Española and in Portomar, leaders in tradition and quality



Respect for tradition
We have a deep passion for the trade, for seafarers, for

our estuaries, for our environment and for our tradition. That is why we

do things as they have been done to us.

taught generation after generation.

We continue to make our preserves only with seafood from the

Galician estuaries and making our sauces following traditional recipes

only with natural ingredients and without additives.

Maintaining already forgotten processes such as the roasting of some

fish.



Proud of what

Galicia can offer

At La Curiosa we only produce high-quality preserves at
from the best seafood and fish caught in the field and at

its best.

The product is handcrafted, taking care of the
canned and hand packed. Selecting and placing each
piece in the can to guarantee the best presentation at

the time of tasting.

Thanks to our passion for things well done we are able
to achieve an exceptional product

We respect the natural fishing seasons



The key to

differentiation
Unique packaging with an

excellent product

We have more than 85 own designs, made by the
artist from Vigo (María José Fernández Ferreiro).
We use the best preserves from Galicia as a canvas
to illustrate the most memorable events of each year.
Our journey through time begins in 1940 and ends in
2020.
Each can has a circular card of the same diameter as
this in which everything that happened that year
unfolds, those two songs that marked the year, that
film and the celebrities who share the birth year with
the consumer who bought the can.



Sustainability
Thanks to this lid, we achieve that a single-use

product such as a can, becomes an original
container to store what the consumer wants,

After consuming the product, the can can be cleaned
and used for whatever we need

Versatility
The advantage of our lids and cards is
that they can be used on all our cans.
For example, they could be sold only

with the mussel or with all our products



"A gourmet

preserve,

dressed as a

gift"

 We all have a favorite year... 

Whether for our birth ... The year of our

wedding ... The birth of a child ...

Find out what happened in your year

Take a journey through time



Marinated Mussels

THE KING OF THE GALICIAN
ESTUARIES

Our pickled mussels come from the best

located rafts of the famous Arosa estuary.

Once selected, fried in olive oil and

lovingly packed by hand, one by one, they

are covered with our marinade based on

natural ingredients such as natural

paprika, black pepper, cloves and bay leaf.





Small Sardines in 

Olive Oil

THE VALUE OF TRADITION

Small sardines in olive oil, caught at dawn in the
Ría de Arousa by the traditional fishing technique
of «Xeito», respectful and selective. Only during
2-3 weeks of annual campaign
Once caught, they are hand-made immediately
fresh, they are roasted as they were in the past,
giving them the desired texture, and finally they
are lovingly hand-packed, one by one.





Scallops in Galician

Sauce

"GALICIA IN A CAN"

Scallops in "Galician sauce", fresh and
extraordinarily tender, from the Galician estuaries.
The selection and cleaning processes are manual

to choose the best specimens and achieve a better
cleaning of all the remains of impurities and sand.
The scallop sauce is a tasty sauce inspired by a

traditional Galician recipe made from tomato,
onion, olive oil, wine, paprika and lots of

pampering





SQUIDS ON THEIR INK

"A CLASSIC FROM THE
SPANISH COUSINE"

Stuffed by hand only and exclusively with their
own tentacles they are canned fresh directly
together with a sauce with their own ink and

natural ingredients 

Specifically, the sauce that accompanies them
is made from its own ink, tomato, olive oil,

onion and white wine.
A traditional recipe in a can





OCTOPUS IN GALICIAN

SAUCE
"THE GALICIAN AMBASSADOR"

The Octopus is one of the star cephalopods of
Galicia. It is a typical product in our gastronomy

that enjoys a special prestige.

The production process is manual, just using

its tentacles and adding the classic Galician

sauce, prepared with great care and only with

natural ingredients, based on olive oil and

paprika, turning this product into a delicacy.



SPICY SARDINES IN

OLIVE OIL

"THE NEW CLASSIC"

They are our Sardines in Olive Oil but with a
thug but natural touch.

We add a chili pepper to our Small Sardines, a
natural ingredient that gives it a pleasant spice





WELCOME TO A
JOURNEY THROUGH

TIME

HAND-PAINTED ILLUSTRATIONS BY THE ARTIST FROM
VIGO MARÍA JOSÉ FERNÁNDEZ FERREIRO

Discover our 80 designs





















AN ORIGINAL PRESENT
For the purchase of 2 cans, you get your gift box included







We have a premium case for the
most special gifts

You have the possibility of offering
four or two cans, with the preferred

wine bottles
La Curiosa has a catalog of 14

Galician wines

From Galicia with
love

Cost of the case: 12€
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